
Science Curriculum KS3: 

Introduction: 

The new Education Inspection Framework (EIF Sept. 2019) includes an enhanced focus on curriculum. This is structured around three 
pillars: 

� Curriculum Intent  

� Curriculum Implementation 

� Curriculum impact  

Al-Ashraf Secondary School for Girls has reviewed its curriculum with a clear focus on addressing and meeting these new demands, 
keeping in mind that the school curriculum is not only the subjects on the timetable; it is the whole experience of education. The 
curriculum firmly underpins the school vision from which a culture and ethos is generated that supports all students within our school.  

We are committed to ensuring that spirituality & morality permeates all sections of the curriculum and that our curriculum is broad 
and balanced in order that the needs of all students are provided for whatever their gifts, talents or abilities. We aim to make provision 
for academic achievement and the spiritual, moral, social, cultural, mental, physical and creative development of our students, in 
addition to preparing them for the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences of later life.

The 2014 National Curriculum for Science aims to ensure that all children: 

� develop scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding through the specific disciplines of biology, chemistry and physics 

� develop understanding of the nature, processes and methods of science through different types of science enquiries that help them to answer 
scientific questions about the world around them 

� are equipped with the scientific skills required to understand the uses and implications of science, today and for the future. We understand that it is 
important for lessons to have a skills-based focus, and that the knowledge can be taught through this. 



Purpose of Study:  

-To encourage a lifelong passion for Science by engaging students in practical activities and discussions. 

-To encourage a curiosity and richer awareness of the world around them. 

- To give students a solid conceptual understanding of Biology, Chemistry and Physics as detailed in the National Curriculum for Key Stages 3 and 4. 

- To ensure all students make progress to the best of their ability with support and challenge where needed to achieve at GCSE and provide a foundation for 
further study in Science at Key Stage 5 and careers in STEM. 

- To experience a range of practical activities to engage and develop their scientific enquiry skills including hypothesising, making observations and accurate 
measurements, recording results appropriately, drawings conclusions and communicating their findings.  

 

Aims:  

At Al-Ashraf, we encourage pupils to be inquisitive throughout their time at the school and beyond. The Science curriculum fosters a healthy curiosity in 

pupils about our universe and promotes respect for the living and non-living. We believe science encompasses the acquisition of knowledge, concepts, skills 

and positive attitudes. Throughout the programmes of study, the pupils will acquire and develop the key knowledge that has been identified within each unit 

and across each year group, as well as the application of scientific skills. We ensure that the Working Scientifically skills are built-on and developed 

throughout children’s time at the school so that they can apply their knowledge of science when using equipment, conducting experiments, building 

arguments and explaining concepts confidently and continue to ask questions and be curious about their surroundings. 

 

Science Key Stage 3 

Science at KS3 builds on skills and knowledge from Primary, filling in any gaps in knowledge to prepare for the GCSE curriculum.  Students are taught safety in 

the Science lab and the main experimental techniques such as using a Bunsen burner or a microscope. The follow the National Curriculum for Science 

following units in Biology, Physics and Chemistry topics and developing the links between them and applying Literacy and Numeracy skills in a Science 



context. Students are encouraged to be curious and formulate their own hypothesis, diligently collect evidence and explain their findings and conclusions to 

the class. They are also given opportunities to use ICT and link their Science learning to the real world and Science careers. 

The KS3 curriculum covers 9 main themes as per the National Curriculum and each theme covers two topics subtopics per year 

ensuring a spiral learning approach where concepts are gradually taught and repeated over time with increasing complexity with 

the goal of expanding student knowledge and improving their skill level through reinforcement of concepts.  

Transferable skills: 

� Thinking scientifically. These are the skills that scientists use in a variety of contexts, such as asking questions, using equations and 

analysing data. Although these are used in practical activities their role is much wider than that. All lessons have such a skill 

identified; this skill will also be reflected in the learning activities and often feature in the objectives and outcomes. 

� Working scientifically. These skills are strongly based on the ‘Working scientifically’ aspect of the Programme of Study and are 

selected where practical activities form part of the lesson. Although students may well be developing and using a number of these 

skills there is usually one in particular that is highlighted. This is designed to make it easier for teachers and students to focus upon 

particular aspects. Over a sequence of lessons the focus will change so that all are covered over a period of time.  

� Learner development. Science has the power to develop a wider range of skills than those which are subject specific; it also draws 

upon these wider skills. In every lesson one of these is focused upon and reflected in the learning activities, providing an opportunity 

for the lesson to be placed in the wider context of the development of the student as a learner. 

 

 



Year 7  

Big Idea Sub-topic Lessons Sub-topic Lesson  Big Finish  

Forces Speed 1.1 Understanding Speed 

1.2 Describing journeys with distance-
time graphs 

1.3 Exploring journeys on distance-
time graphs 

1.4 Investigating the motion of a car 
on a ramp 

1.5 Understanding relative motion 

Gravity 1.6 Understanding forces 

1.7 Understanding gravitational fields 

1.8 Understanding mass and weight 

1.9 Understanding gravity 

Assessment  

Investigating the motion of 
a car on a ramp  

Electromagnets Voltage and 
resistance 

2.1 Describing electric circuits 

2.2 Understanding energy in circuits 

2.3 Explaining resistance 

2.4 Describing series and parallel 
circuits 

2.5 Comparing series and parallel 
circuits 

Current 2.3 Explaining resistance 

2.4 Describing series and parallel circuits 

2.5 Comparing series and parallel circuits 

2.6 Investigating static charge 

2.7 Explaining static charge 

2.8 Understanding electric fields 

Assessment 

Static electricity 
investigations & 
challenges. 



Big Idea Sub-topic Lessons Sub-topic Lesson  Big Finish  

Energy Energy Costs 3.3 Looking at the cost of energy use 
in the home 

3.5 Using electricity responsibly 

 

Energy 
transfer 

3.1 Understanding energy transfer by fuels and 
food 

3.2 Comparing rates of energy transfers 

3.4 Getting the electricity we need 

3.6 Energy stores and transfers 

3.7 Exploring energy transfers 

3.8 Understanding potential energy and kinetic 
energy 

3.9 Understanding elastic energy 

Assessment 

Energy stores and 
transfers interactive poster  

Waves Sound 4.1 Exploring sound 

4.2 Describing sound 

4.3 Hearing sounds 

4.4 Understanding how sound travels 
through materials 

4.5 Learning about the reflection and 
absorption of sound 

Light 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.6 Exploring properties of light  

4.7 Exploring reflection 

4.8 Exploring refraction 

4.9 Seeing clearly 

4.10 Exploring coloured light 

Assessment 

Comparing sound waves 
and light waves practicals 
to create a class Spider 
diagram  



Big Idea Sub-topic Lessons Sub-topic Lesson  Big Finish  

Matter Particle model 5.1 Using particles to explain matter 

5.2 Understanding solids 

5.3 Understanding liquids and gases 

5.4 Exploring diffusion 

5.5 Explaining changes of state 

Separating 
mixtures 

5.6 Separating mixtures 

5.7 Exploring solutions 

5.8 Understanding distillation 

5.9 Exploring chromatography 

 

Assessment 

Separating mixtures 
working scientifically  

‘Stuck on a desert island 
scenario’ 

Reactions Metals and 
non-metals 

6.1 Using metals and non-metals 

6.2 Exploring the reactions of metals 
with acids 

6.3 Understanding displacement 
reactions 

6.4 Understanding oxidation reactions 

Acids and 
alkalis 

6.2 Exploring the reactions of metals with acids 

6.5 Exploring acids 

6.6 Exploring alkalis 

6.7 Using indicators 

6.8 Exploring neutralisation 

6.9 Investigating neutralization 

Assessment 

Exploring acid, bases & 
neutralisation to create a 
pH rainbow using 
indicators.  

Earth Earth 
structure 

7.1 Understanding the structure of the 
Earth 

7.2 Exploring igneous rocks 

7.3 Exploring sedimentary rocks 

7.4 Exploring metamorphic rocks 

7.5 Understanding the rock cycle 

Universe 7.6 Describing stars and galaxies 

7.7 Explaining the effects of the Earth’s motion 

7.8 Exploring our neighbours in the Universe 

7.9 Using models in science 

Assessment 

Rock cycle game with 
’fossil’ creations 



Big Idea Sub-topic Lessons Sub-topic Lesson  Big Finish  

Organisms Movement 8.1 Exploring the human skeleton 

8.2 Understanding the role of joints 
and muscles 

8.3 Examining interacting muscles 

8.4 Exploring problems with the 
skeletal system 

Cells 8.5 Understanding organisation of organisms 

8.6 Describing animal and plant cells 

8.7 Understanding adaptations of cells 

8.8 Exploring cells 

8.9 Understanding unicellular organisms 

Assessment 

Skeletal bones chalk 
drawing activity & 
exploring  aids to help with 
skeletal problems e.g. 
crutches, walking boots 

Ecosystem Interdependen
ce 

9.1 Understanding food webs 

9.2 Understanding the effects of 
toxins in the environment 

9.3 Exploring the importance of 
insects 

9.4 Exploring ecological balance 

Plant 
reproductio
n 

9.5 Exploring flowering plants 

9.5 Exploring fertilisation 

9.7 Understanding how seeds are dispersed 

9.8 Understanding how fruits disperse seeds 

Assessment 

Create a mobile showing a 
food web  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 8  

Big Idea Sub-topic Lesson  Sub-topic Lesson  Big Finish 

Forces Contact forces 1.1 Analysing equilibrium 

1.2 What a drag! 

1.3 Understanding stretch and 
compression 

1.4 Investigating Hooke’s Law 

Pressure 1.5 Exploring pressure on a solid 
surface 

1.6 Exploring pressure in a fluid 

1.7 Calculating pressure 

1.8 Explaining sinking and floating 

Assessment  

Investigating Hooke’s law 
practical write up  

 

Electromagnets Electromagnets 2.1 Forces and fields 

2.2 Using ideas about fields 

Magnetism 2.3 Investigating electromagnetism 

2.4 Using electromagnets  

2.5 Investigating strength of 
electromagnets 

Assessment 

Forces posters for class display 

 

Energy Work 3.1 Doing work 

3.2 Making work easier 

Heating and 
cooling 

3.3 Explaining thermal energy 

3.4 Heating 

3.5 How to stop energy from 
travelling 

3.6 Energy and temperature 

Assessment 

Insulation challenge.  

Waves Wave effects 4.1 Exploring sound 

4.2 Sound systems 

Wave properties 4.3 Exploring light 

4.4 Comparing transverse and 
longitudinal waves 

4.5 Exploring waves 

Assessment 

Longitudinal and transverse wave 
group presentation (ICT Suite) 



 

Big Idea Sub-topic Lesson  Sub-topic Lesson  Big Finish 

Matter Periodic table 5.1  Looking at the Periodic Table of 
elements 

5.2 Exploring metals in the periodic 
table 

5.3 Exploring non-metals in the 
periodic table 

5.4 Analysing wider patterns within 
the periodic table 

Elements 5.5 Combining elements 

5.6 Comparing elements and 
compounds 

5.7 Exploring polymers 

5.8 Exploring ceramics and 
composites 

 

Assessment 

Polymers, ceramics and 
composites mind map  

Reactions Chemical energy 6.1 Understanding exothermic reactions 

6.2 Comparing endothermic and 
exothermic changes 

6.3 Investigating endothermic reactions 

6.4 Explaining the use of catalysts 

Types of reaction 6.5 Exploring combustion 

6.6 Exploring the use of fuels 

6.7 Understanding thermal 
decomposition 

6.8 Explaining changes 

Assessment 

Exothermic and 
endothermic reaction 
circus  

Earth Climate 7.1 Understanding our atmosphere 

7.2 Understanding how carbon is recycled 

7.3 Exploring how humans affect the 
carbon cycle 

7.4 Understanding global warming 

Earth resources 7.5 Exploring damage to the Earth’s 
resources 

7.6 Considering the importance of 
recycling 

7.7 How to extract metals 

Assessment 

Class debate on the 
importance of  
human impact on the 
environment & 
atmosphere  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Organisms Breathing 8.1 Understanding how we breathe 

8.2 Measuring breathing 

8.3 Explaining gas exchange in humans 

 

Digestion 8.4 Exploring the effects of disease 
and lifestyle 

8.5 Exploring a healthy diet 

8.6 Understanding the effects of an 
unbalanced diet 

8.7 Understanding the human 
digestive system 

8.8 Understanding the roles of the 
digestive organs 

Assessment 

Digestive system 
story of the Journey 
of my Favourite food  

Ecosystem Respiration 9.1 Understanding aerobic respiration 

9.2 Exploring respiration in sport 

9.3 Understanding anaerobic respiration  

9.4 Investigating fermentation 

9.5 Comparing aerobic and anaerobic 
respiration 

 

Photosynthesis 9.6 Exploring how plants make food 

9.7 Looking at leaves 

9.8 Exploring the movement of water 
and minerals in plants 

9.9 Investigating the importance of 
minerals to plants 

9.10 Investigating photosynthesis 

 

Assessment 

Explore the 
movement of water 
and minerals in 
plants using flowers 
and food dye  



Year 9 Transition Year  

Year 9 allows completion of the KS3 syllabus and students begin the KS4 GCSE syllabus. 

The main themes studied during Year 9 GCSE are: Physics- Energy, Energy Transfers & Energy sources. Biology: Cells, Cell division & Growth & Human Organisation.   
Chemistry: Atomic structure, Periodic table & Structure & Bonding.  

The pupils continue to develop their working scientifically skills by completing Required Practicals and experiment write-ups throughout the year. 

Knowledge organisers allow students to develop their self-study skills and revision techniques.  

Big Idea Lesson Big Finish  

Genes:  Variation: Looking at variation, Exploring causes of variation, Considering the importance of variation 

Evolution: Explaining natural selection, Understanding the importance of Biodiversity, Explaining extinction 

Human Reproduction: Understanding the female reproductive system and fertility, Understanding the male reproductive 
system and fertilisation, Learning how a foetus develops, Understanding factors affecting a developing foetus, 
Communicating ideas about smoking in pregnancy 

Inheritance: Understanding the nature of genetic material,  Exploring the role of chromosomes, Understanding variation, 
Modelling inheritance 

Assessment 

Create a poster display to 
show the importance of a 
chosen Genes topic and 
present to the class. 

C1 Atomic 
structure  

Define element compound mixture  

Describe the basic structure of an atom  

Use chemical symbols in formulae and equations  

Explain conservation of mass and justify why mass may appear to change  

Suggest separation techniques for unfamiliar mixture  

Explain how evidence form experiments changed the model of the atom  

Use the periodic table to determine the structure of an atom  

Assessment  

Chromatography practical  

Stranded on an Island- 
separating mixtures 
experiment to extract salt 
to accompany fish supper 



Explain the terms isotopes and ions  

Make predictions on the properties of an element  

C2 The periodic 
table  

Describe how the ordering of elements have changed over time  

Predict the electronic structures of stable ions for the first 20 elements  

Use electronic structures to explain physical and chemical properties of group 1 and group 7 elements 

Suggest and explain reactivity in group 2 and 6  

Interpret formula and names of transition metals  

Assessment  

Periodic table trends 
presentation  

Chemical Formulae 
Mastery Booklet 

C3 Structure and 
bonding  

Use the particle model to describe how movement attraction and energy between particles changes as a substance is 
heated or cooled 

Suggest why substances have different melting points  

Explain how ionic covalent and metallic bonds are formed  

Draw dot and cross diagrams of familiar ionic and covenant compounds  

Explain the ratio of metal and non-metal ions in compounds  

Generate formula of ionic compounds given charges  

Explain the conduction of electricity through a molten or in solution ionic compound  

Predict and explain the properties of small ionic and covalent molecules and giant metallic, covalent and ionic structures.  

Assessment  

Creating a class wall 
display explaining 
different types of bond 

 

B1 Cell structure 
and transport  

Compare light and electron microscopes  

Calculate magnification  

Explain how structures of cells relate to their function  

Use and convert units of length and standard form  

Assessment  

RP light microscope: 
prepare a microscope 
slide  

Include a scale and 
magnification of a 



Describe the structure and function of prokaryote’s main structures  

Discuss how the structure of specialised animal and plant cells are related to their function within the organ and organism   

Explain how temperature, concentration gradient and surface area affect diffusion  

Use the terms isotonic, hypotonic or hypertonic to explain the movement of water across a cell membrane 

Suggest how cells that carry out active transport are adapted to their function  

Calculate the surface area to volume ratio  

drawing of a section of 
the slide  

RP Osmosis: the effect of 
a range of salt or sugar 
solutions on the mass of 
plant tissue  

B2 Cell division  Explain what happens at each stage of the cell cycle  

Explain why genetic material is doubles in mitosis  

Compare differentiation in plants and animals  

Explain why it’s easier to clone a plant than an animal  

Evaluate the use of stem cells  

Assessment 

Producing a clone of a 
plant practical work to 
understand stem cells 
and meristems 

B3 Organisation 
and the digestive 
system  

Define the terms tissue, organ and organ system  

Suggest the functions of different tissues  

Name all the organs in the digestive system and describe in detail how they are adapted to their function  

Describe the structure of simple sugars, starch, lipids and proteins  

Apply knowledge of the function of food molecules to give diet advise  

Explain how enzymes speed up reactions  & Explain how a change in temperature or pH affects the rate of an enzyme-
catalysed reaction 

For each food molecule name the enzyme that acts on it, where it is produced and what products are formed  

Describe the function of bile  

Assessment 

RP food test 

RP the effect of pH on the 
of reaction of amylase    



P1 Conservation 
and dissipation of 
energy 

Describe a wide range of energy stores and transfers  

Represent energy changes graphically, accounting for changes in all stores.  

Apply the law of conservation of energy  describe the energy changes in a range of experiments and account for energy 
dissipation to the surroundings  

Use and rearrange the equations for: work done, gravitational potential energy, elastic potential energy, kinetic energy and 
efficiency  

Describe features to improve efficiency   & Calculate efficiency using power  

Assessment 

Energy transfer models 
including Sankey 
Diagrams  

P2 Energy 
transfer by 
heating  

Explain the different thermal conductivities of materials  

Describe the changes in the behaviour of particle as temperature of a material increases  

Justify choices of material involved in insulation or conduction  

Evaluate materials used for transferring energy in terms of their specific heat capacity. 

Measure the specific heat capacity of a material and find a mean value. 

Compare home improvement features in terms of payback time. 

Assessment 

RP calculating the specific 
heat capacity of a metal 
block & write up 

P3 Energy 
resources  

Compare current energy use form different sources  

Describe the operation of a: Fossil fuel burning power station, nuclear power station, biofuel burning power station, wind 
farm, hydroelectric system, Solar cells and heating panels and geothermal plant  

Compare each energy source using: sustainability, advantages and disadvantages, start-up time, capital and operational 
costs 

Energy resources 
suggestion for newly 
populated island- 
presentation to show 
Pros & Cons of each 
renewable energy 
resource   

 

 



Long Term Curriculum Map 

Year  Term 1  Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 

7 Baseline Assessment   

Welcome to Yr7 & 
Introduction to 
science & Lab safety 

Organisms  

Movement- The 
human skeletal and 
muscular system. 
Joints and interacting 
muscles  

Cells- Organisation, 
plants and animal cells, 
microscopes and 
unicellular organisms  

Electromagnets 

Voltage and resistance 
– electrical circuits, 
energy in circuits, 
resistance, series and 
parallel circuits  

 

Electromagnets cont. 

Current- static charge, 
understanding electrical 
fields 

Matter  

Particle model- particles 
to explain matter, solids 
liquids and gases, 
diffusion changing of 
states  

Separating mixtures- 
solutions, distillation, 
chromatography  

Forces  

Speed- understanding 
speed, distance time 
graphs, relative motion  

Gravity- understanding 
forces, gravitational 
field, mass and weight, 
gravity 

 

Reactions  

Metals and non-metals- 
uses of metals and non-
metals, metals and acid 
reactions, displacement 
reactions, oxidation 
reactions   

Acid and alkalis- acids, 
alkalis, indicators, 
neutralization  

Energy  

Energy cost- cost of 
energy in the home, using 
electricity responsibly 

Energy transfer- fuels and 
food, rates of energy 
transfer, generating 
electricity, stores and 
transfers, potential and 
kinetic energy, elastic 
energy  

 

 

Earth  

Earth structure-
structure of the earth, 
igneous, sedimentary 
and metamorphic 
rocks, the rock cycle 

Universe- stars and 
galaxy, the earth 
motion, neighbours in 
the universe, models 
in science  

Waves -1 

Sound- describing and 
hearing sounds, 
travelling sounds, 
reflection and 
absorption  

 

 

 

  

Waves 1 cont.  

Light- properties, 
reflection, refraction 
the eye, colours  

Ecosystem  

Interdependence- 
food webs, effect of 
toxins, importance of 
insects, ecological 
balance  

 

 

 

 

Ecosystem cont.  

Plant reproduction- 
flowing plants, 
fertilisation, 
dispersing seeds, 
fruits    

 

Revision & End of 
year assessment  

 

Science Week 



Year 8 Term 1  Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 Term 6 

 Welcome to Yr8 
Science & Lab Safety 

Organisms  

Breathing- how we 
breath, measuring 
breathing, gas 
exchange  

Digestion- disease and 
life style, healthy diet, 
unbalanced diet, 
digestive system, role 
of organs,  

Electromagnets  

Electromagnets- forces 
and fields  

Magnetism- 
investigating 
magnetism, uses and 
strength  

 

  

Matter   

Periodic table-metals 
and non-metlas, wider 
patterns  

Elements- combining 
elements, elements and 
compounds, polymers 
ceramics & composites 

Forces  

Contact forces- 
equilibrium, drag, 
stretch and 
compression, Hooke’s 
law 

Pressure- pressure on a 
solid and fluid, 
calculating pressure, 
sinking and floating 

 

Reactions  

Chemical energy- 
exothermic and  
endothermic reactions 
Investigating endothermic 
and exothermic reactions,  
Catalysts,  

Types of reactions- 
combustion, fuels, thermal 
decomposition, changes 

Energy  

Work- doing work, making 
work easier 

Heating and cooling- 
thermal energy, heating, 
stop transferring energy, 
energy and temperature 

 

 

 

 

 

Energy (cont) 

 

Earth  

Climate- the 
atmosphere, carbon 
cycle, global warming 

Earth resources- 
damage to resources, 
recycling, extracting 
metals    

 

Waves  

Waves effects 
exploring sounds & 
sound systems  

 

Waves cont.  

Wave properties 
exploring light, 
transverse and 
longitudinal. 

 

Ecosystem   

Respiration- aerobic 
and anaerobic 
respiration, sport, 
fermentation,  

 

Revision and end of 
year assessment 

 

Photosynthesis- 
plants making food, 
leaves, movement of 
water and minerals, 
investigating photo 
synthesis  

Science Week 

 

 

 



Year 9 Term 1  Term 2 Term 3 Term 4  Term 5 Term 6 

 Welcome to Yr9 
Science & Lab Safety 

Genes 1  

Variation- causes of 
variation, importance 
of variation 

Human reproduction- 
female reproductive 
system. Male 
reproductive system, 
developing foetus, 
smoking in pregnancy  

Genes 2  

Evolution- natural 
selection, importance 
of biodiversity, 
extinction 

Inheritance- genetic 
material, 
chromosomes, 
variation, modelling 
inheritance  

 

C1 – Atomic structure, 
chemical equations, 
separating mixtures, 
structure of the atom, 
electronic structure, ions 
isotopes  

C2 The periodic table, 
Electronic structures and 
periodic table, Group1, 
Group 7, Exploring 
trends  

 

C3 Structure and bonding, 
states of matter, atoms 
into ions, ionic bonding, 
covalent bonding, simple 
molecules, giant metallic 
structures 

P1 Conservation and 
dissipation of energy, 
stores and transfers, 
conservation, work, 
gravitations potential, 
kinetic and elastic, 
dissipation, efficiency, 
appliances, power 

 

 

 

P1 Conservation and 
dissipation of energy 
(cont) 

P2 Energy transfer by 
heating, 2 required 
practical, conduction, 
infrared, SHC, 
insulating buildings,  

P3 Energy Sources. 
Energy resources, 
power form the sun 
wind and water, big 
energy issues  

 

B1 Cell structure and 
transport, 2 required 
practical’s, 
prokaryote, 
eukaryote  

Diffusion, osmosis, 
active transport 
system in plants, 
evaporation and 
transportation 

B2 Cell division, 
growth 
differentiation, stem 
cells, ethical issues  

 

 

 

 

Revision and end of 
year assessment  

 

B3 Organisation and 
the Digestive system, 
tissues organs, 
digestive system, 
catalysts and 
enzymes, enzyme 
action, efficient 
digestion  

 

Science Week 

 


